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Abstract
We analyse the diractive Q

Q production and nal jet kinematics in polarized
deep{inelastic lp scattering at
p
s = 20GeV . We show that this reaction can be used





The diractive events with a large rapidity gap in deep inelastic lepton{proton scattering





have recently been investigated (see, e.g. [1, 2]). These experiments have given an excellent
tool to test the structure of the pomeron and its couplings. As a result, the study of the
pomeron properties becomes again popular now.











































; r = p  p
0
are the virtual photon and pomeron momenta.




















































; t) is the pomeron structure function.
The function f(x
p



























The future polarized diractive experiments at DESY, CERN and Brookhaven [4] might
give the possibility to study the spin structure of the pomeron. One of the places to perform
such an experiment is the future detector of the COMPASS collaboration at CERN [5] which
will use the polarized muon beam and xed polarized hadron target. The important feature
of COMPASS is the possibility to detect the hadron component of the process within an
angle of about 200-250 Mrad.
The question on the value of the spin{ip component of the pomeron should be very
important for the diractive scattering of polarized particles. In the nonperturbative two-
gluon exchange model [6] and the BFKL model [7] the pomeron couplings have a simple









In this case, the spin-ip eects are suppressed as a power of s.
2
It was shown in [8, 9] that in addition to the standard pomeron vertex (7) determined
by the diagrams where gluons interact with one quark in the hadron [6], the large-distance
gluon-loop eects (see Fig.1) should complicate the structures of the pomeron coupling.
Really, if we consider the gluon loop correction of Fig.1a for the standard pomeron vertex

























where k is a quark momentum, r is a momentum transfer. The perturbative calculations [8]









































is the quark mass. We shall call the form (9) the spin-dependent pomeron cou-




(r) can reach 20   30% of the




j ' few GeV
2
. Moreover, they result in the spin-ip
eect at the quark-pomeron vertex in contrast with the term 

. So, the loop diagrams lead







terms was proposed in [11]. The modication of the standard pomeron
vertex (7) might be obtained from the instanton contribution [12].
The test of the spin properties of the pomeron coupling can be done in future polarized
experiments. At small x
p
, the contribution where all the energy of the pomeron goes into the
Q

Q production [13, 14] might be very important. The role of these contributions in the spin
asymmetries of diractive two{jet production has been studied in [9, 15]. It has been found
that the A
ll
asymmetry in the light quark production in deep inelastic lp scattering, Fig.2, is
dependent on the pomeron coupling structure. This asymmetry for cross sections integrated
over the transverse momentum of jet could reach 10 20% [15]. The dependence of polarized




and their sensitivity to the quark{pomeron coupling structure have been
studied in [16].
In this paper, we analyze the eects of the quark{pomeron coupling in the polarized






Q reaction at the energy
p
s = 20GeV . We estimate the cross
section, the longitudinal double{spin asymmetry A
ll
and the kinematics of the nal jet to
show that these events can be studied at future spectrometer of the COMPASS Collaboration
[5].
The diractive light Q

Q production in lepton-proton reaction is determined by the dia-













































































) are the cross sections with parallel and antiparallel longitudinal polar-
ization of the leptons and protons, 
0
is the quark{pomeron coupling, F (t) is the pomeron-
proton form factor, e
i
are the quark charges. The leading x
p
dependence is extracted in the
3
coecient of Eq.(10) which is determined by the pomeron ux factor (5). The trace over















is the contribution of the standard pomeron vertex (7) and N contains the con-




(r) terms from (9). For N
s
in the case of light quarks in the loop
and x
p










The form of N is more complicated. We have found it in the  ! 0 limit. For the massless
quarks only the u
3























Note that N is positive because u
3








have been dropped in (12,13).






































































The notation here is similar to that used in Eqs. (10).
The function A is determined by the trace over the quark loop. It can be written in the
x
p




















(r) terms from (9).
The function A
s























The leading twist terms have been calculated here as previously.
It can be seen that  has a more singular behaviour than  as x
p
! 0. This is determined






p. The same is true





We calculate the cross section integrated over momentum transfer because it is dicult








j = 7(GeV )
2
: (18)
The exponential form of the proton form factor F (t) = e
bt











. The results for the cross section of the light quark production in
diractive deep inelastic scattering for the pomeron with the pomeron intercept 
P
(0) = 1:1
are shown in Fig. 3 for the standard and spin-dependent pomeron couplings. The shape
of both the curves is very similar and for the spin-dependent pomeron coupling the cross
section is almost twice that for the standard pomeron coupling.






















The asymmetry of the diractive light Q

Q production is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen
from the cross section (14,10) that the asymmetry for the standard quark{pomeron vertex







2  2y + y
2
: (20)
There is no any k
?
and  dependence here. For the spin{dependent pomeron coupling the




. In this case the A
ll
asymmetry is smaller than for the standard pomeron vertex. Thus,
the A
ll
asymmetry can be used to test the quark-pomeron coupling structure.
Let us estimate now the kinematics of jet events. The jet momenta are:
j
1
= q   k; j
2
= r + k: (21)
















































the quark momentum k has










































In (22-24) the light-cone variables have been used.
The jet momenta and its angles in the rest system of the initial proton can be expressed










































































The momenta and jet angles for
p
s = 20GeV; x
p





in Figs 5,6 for the azimuth angle between the lepton scattering plane and k
?
is equal to 90
degree. It is seen that both jets can be detected by the COMPASS detector whose angular
acceptance is about 200-250Mrad.
Thus, we have found that the structure of the quark{pomeron coupling should modify
the spin average and spin{dependent cross section. The spin{dependent form of V
qqP
almost
twice increases the cross section. However, the shape of the cross sections is very similar for
the standard and spin{dependent pomeron vertices. The A
ll
asymmetry is more convenient
to test the pomeron coupling structure. The asymmetry is free from normalization factors
and is sensitive to the dynamics of pomeron interaction. We have found a well-dened
prediction for A
ll
for the standard pomeron vertex. This conclusion is similar to the results
of [9] where the single-spin asymmetry in the diractive Q

Q production has been studied.
The predicted cross sections are not small for the experimental investigation of this reac-
tion. Our analysis of jet kinematics shows that they might be detectable by the COMPASS
spectrometer. There is no possibility to detect the nal proton. However, the analysis of the
diractive events similar to that done in HERA experiments [1, 2] can be performed in this
case, too.
We can conclude that the study of the longitudinal double spin asymmetry and the cross
section of the diractive deep inelastic scattering at the new spectrometer of the COMPASS
Collaboration at CERN can give important information about the complicated spin struc-
ture or the pomeron coupling.
The author expresses his deep gratitude to A.V.Efremov, M.Finger, G.Mallot, P.Kroll,
W.-D.Nowak, I.A.Savin, A.Schafer and O.V.Teryaev for fruitful discussions.
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{ dependence of cross-sections at
p
s = 20(GeV ). Solid line -for the standard








s = 20(GeV ). Solid line -for the standard










{ dependence of jet angles. Solid and dot-dashed line -for jet1 and jet2
respectively.
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